
Big Exam #3:  PHYS 320 This is the Big Exam! #3 that we didn’t have because I spoke about carbon 
intensity and regulations. 
 
Big Exam! #3: 

1) I use a 100 W motor for 20 minutes. How much electrical energy did I use? How much did it cost? 
How much CO2 is produced if the electricity was generated from burning coal? NGCC? 

I dutifully start with P=E/t, convert it to E=P*t, and then ask if I want my answer in Joules (in which 
case I express times as 1200 seconds), or kWh (in which case I express time as 1/3 of an hour). I cancel 
my units meticulously in either case and come up with 120,000 J, or 1/30th of a kWh. A 15 cents / 
kWhr, this would be ½ cent of electricity. I also know that coal fired electricity produces about three 
times as much CO2 as natural gas (and way more kinds of criteria pollutants because coal is a solid with 
lots of impurities.) Coal produces about 1 kg of CO2 per kWh, so this would be about 33 g of CO2 if the 
electricity is from Coal, or about 11 g if it is from the best NGCC. 

 
2) Difference between Cogen / Combined cycle. 
Please see video again if you are not sure. We studied many heat engine cycles. A heat engine is a 
motor that does work through an expanding gas that you just heated. There are other kinds of motors, 
such as electric motors. However, when we say “engine”, we mean “heat engine” that does work with a 
heated expanding gas. We learned about many different cycles including Otto Cycle (4-stroke, and 2-
stroke, gasoline and diesel reciprocating engines), the Brayton (gas 
turbine) and Rankine (steam turbine) rotational engines.  A combined 
cycle is when I can use the waste heat from the first hotter cycle to fuel 
the lower cycle. The most common combined cycles are a Brayton -> 
Rankine. Maybe I would include this diagram from the video to show 
energy flow. Cogeneration is when I use the heat for more than one 
service. Usually one of the services is production of electricity, but it 
doesn’t have to be. The other services could be cooking, heating, or 
driving and air conditioner. 

 
3) What is AC? Why do we have AC? Why do we have transformers? How does a transformer work? 
What is the difference between AC and DC? How do the voltages look different on an oscilloscope? 
Where do you find AC (like in the wall socket), and DC (like a battery)?  
We learned that we can generate electricity with a changing magnetic field. That’s how generators 
work. However, we can also make a magnetic field with an electromagnet, but in order to make it 
change in time, the voltage driving the current for the electromagnet must be changing in time. So, a 
transformer is able to change from one voltage to the other voltage only if you use AC. 
The full logic would look like this: 

a) Why do we need HV to reduce line losses of electrical energy? 
b) Why do we need to change electricity voltages from low to high to low again? 
c) Why do transformers require AC? 
d) Do we still need to use AC to transport electricity long distances? (the answer is “no, not since 

we’ve developed solid state DC/DC convertors that change voltages of DC electricity) 
 

 


